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Dewani case ‘on 
verge of collapse’

by REENA KUMAR

BRITISH businessman Shrien Dewani, who is 
on trial on charges of organising the murder of 
his bride during their honeymoon in South Af-
rica, could soon walk free after his lawyers ap-
plied for the case to be dismissed. 

However, the shock move was dismissed by a 
friend close to the family, who told Eastern Eye 
they believed the bid from Dewani’s legal team 
was just a “tactic”, and justice would be served.

Defence lawyer Francois van Zyl told a high 
court in Cape Town that he will argue for the 
case against the 34-year-old to be thrown out 
next Monday (24).

Dewani is accused of orchestrating the mur-
der of his Swedish bride Anni Hindocha while 
they were on their honeymoon in Cape Town in 
November 2010.

The prosecution team sought to prove that 
Dewani was gay and tried to escape his arranged 
marriage by hiring hitmen to kill his new wife.

“We are relieved that finally the case is going 
on. We were shocked in the beginning when 
Shrien declared that he was not a full man,” the 
family friend added. 

Taxi driver Zola Tonga and accomplice Mziwa-

madoda Qwabe are already behind bars for their 
part in the murder. Convicted hitman Xolile Mn-
geni died recently from a brain tumour while 
serving a life sentence for the crime.

But the prosecution case, which wrapped up 
on Monday (17), has been harshly criticised after 
several inconsistencies were found in Tonga and 
Qwabe’s evidence.

A third key witness – hotel receptionist and 
supposed middleman Monde Mbolombo – ad-
mitted to lying during the trial that led to Mn-
geni’s conviction.

Dewani, from Bristol, who owns several care-
homes, also disclosed he was bisexual at the 
start of the trial last month, undermining the 
prosecution’s plans to put witnesses on the stand 
to testify about his affairs.

Jo Sidhu QC, a leading specialist in criminal 
law, and president of the Society of Asian Law-
yers, told EE: “They [the defence lawyers] will say 
there is now strong evidence that Dewani and 
his wife enjoyed a loving relationship, and so he 
would never have wanted to harm her.

“They will also claim that key prosecution wit-
nesses have lied to the court.

“If the trial judge agrees that the case has been 
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SHOCK MOVE: Shrien 
(left) and Anni Dewani


